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The Project 
The first stage of construction works commenced in late 
March 2020 under Construction Certificate No. 210315/1. 
The works are relatively minor and will involve the following 
scope:
• Demolition of Carpenter House bathroom and 

reinstatement of facade. This includes salvation of re-use 
of heritage materials.

•  Demolition of existing buildings situated in the proposed 
Southern driveway with relocation and capping of 
existing services.

•  Removal of all DA approved trees under Arborist 
supervision.

The Works 
The works will take place wholly within the Southern portion 
of the site and are envisioned to take a few months by our 
nominated Head Contractor: HPAC Pty Ltd. The safety of 
all visitors, staff and children are incredibly important to 
Tresillian and we will ensure that the works are as minimal 
and non-disruptive as possible. The Head Contractor has 
implemented a series of mitigation measures onsite to 
ensure the wellbeing and safety of our stakeholders and 
surrounding residents. 

The Design 
The design for the second stage of works has now been 
finalised with the input from the Tresillian and NSW Health 
stakeholders.
This stage of works is being tendered to a series of reputable 
Contractors on the market, with a Head Contractor 
envisioned to be appointed in mid year 2021. The works 
will include the construction of the new building behind the 
historic Carpenter House and is designed to complement 
the local streetscape, architecture and historic significance of 
the site. The comfort and safety of Guthrie Centre and our 
surrounding residents is very important to Tresillian and will 
play a factor in the nomination of the Head Contractor for 
these works.
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Current Activities
• We are in the process of producing all 

required documentation for the satisfaction 
of Construction Certificate 2 to the approval 
of our Private Certifying Authority and North 
Sydney Council.

•  We are undertaking strategic planning for the 
works that will take place and mitigating any 
risks that may arise in consultation with the 
stakeholders that both utilise and visit our site.



More details 
ABOUT THE BUILD
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More information
Thank you for your patience as the program of works gets underway. 
Please reach out to the contact above with any questions or comments, or 
visit our website for more information on the program. We look forward to 
sharing more news and updates with you in the coming months. 
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Progression of the Works
The works to Carpenter House are progressing 
well with the ancillary building on Ground and 
Level One mostly removed. The Head Contractor 
in the has now installed temporary internal 
structural support to Carpenter House. Over the 
following days, the Head Contractor will also install 
temporary external structural support to the front 
of Carpenter House, within the site fencing area. 
We recognise the age and Heritage element of 
Carpenter House and install the temporary support 
to ensure the building is completely conserved and 
stabilised whilst other works proceed.
 
Over the next fortnight the following works are 
due to occur:
• Permanent stabilisation and installation of the 

Southern facade.
• Permanent stabilisation internally to the 

Western facade.
• Installation of stabilising ties to the roof 

structure.
• Commencement of internal finishes following 

the stabilisation works.
• Commencement of demolition to the Outreach 

building ensuring that all bricks, slate and other 
Heritage materials are cleaned and salvaged.

Who can I contact to ask about the project?
• Isabella Di Nardo  

Project Manager 02 9241 1699

?


